MEMORANDUM

To: Senator Kevin Meyer, Chair
    Legislative Budget and Audit Committee

From: Ann Wilde
    Commission Section Manager

CC: Robert M. Pickett, Chairman
    Regulatory Commission of Alaska

Date: April 14, 2009
Phone: 907-263-2163
Email: Ann.Wilde@alaska.gov

Subject: Quarterly report for January 1-March 31, 2009

Under AS 42.05.175(g), the Commission is required to file quarterly reports with the Legislative Budget and Audit Committee identifying all extensions ordered under AS 42.05.175(f).

Acting in accordance with AS 42.05.175(f), the Commission extended the statutory timeline in the following docket:


U-08-81(4)/U-08-83(4)/U-08-84(4)/U-08-85(4)/U-08-86(4)/U-08-87(4)/U-08-88(4)/U-08-89(4)/U-08-90(4)/U-08-112(4)/U-08-113(4)/U-08-145(2)/U-08-146(2)/U-08-147(2)/U-08-148(2)/U-08-149(2)/U-08-150(2)/U-08-151(2)/U-08-152(2)/U-08-153(2)/U-08-154(2)/U-08-155(2)/U-08-156(2), Order Consolidating Dockets, Addressing Timeline for Decisions, Changing and Designating Commission Panel, and Changing and Appointing Administrative Law Judge, dated January 14, 2009.


For your information, I report that final orders have been issued in the following dockets for which statutory timeline extensions were listed in the 2008 third and fourth quarter reports:

- **Docket U-07-78**: A final order was issued on January 30, 2009.
- **Docket U-08-53**: A final order was issued on January 6, 2009.
- **Docket U-07-49**: A final order is due on July 31, 2009.
- **Docket U-07-116/U-07-161**: A final order was issued on February 27, 2009.

The orders and dockets identified above may be viewed by searching orders or matters on the Regulatory Commission of Alaska web site at http://rca.alaska.gov/RCAWeb/home.aspx.